
Nature's Dust Mops
The urban tree has far greater value than its beauty. The shade

that is cast on a hot summer day is welcome indeed. How many
of us are aware of the cooling effect caused by the transpira-
tion of moisture from the leaves? We have been taught that the
average size urban tree transpires about 80 gallons of water on
a daily basis. The evaporation of this amount of water equates
to over 200,000 kilocalories of energy, or the equivalent cool-
ing effect of 5 average room size air-conditioning units.

Trees help remove gaseous air pollutants. They trap dust par-
ticles, an important role in improving the air quality in our cities.
In fact, trees have been called the "greatest dust mops" on earth.
A few years ago, a Dr. Bernatzky performed some tests in
Frankfort, Germany. These tests showed that treeless streets
had air concentrations of dust that read 10,000 to 12,000 par-
ticles per cubic liter. Streets planted with trees in the same sec-
tion of town had concentration levels of 1,000 to 3,000 par-
ticles per cubic liter.

Trees are the largest and the-oldest living organisms on earth.
Those of us involved in the care of Mother Nature's wonders
feel strongly about maintaining a healthy environment. We know
our efforts in causing our urban trees to be healthy and beautiful
is important.
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The Motor 180 is versatile enough to trim golf tees
and surrounds, ideal for large private and public
lawns, just the machine for maintaining smaller
playing fields. Its low profile design hugs the ground
giving outstanding stability and performance, even on
steep slopes. Instant response from the single foot
pedal control for forward or reverse drive gives the
ultimate in handling ability. Choice of 5 knife fixed
head and 7 knife floating head cutting units lets you
choose the right finish for your turf. With cutter drive
completely independent of ground speed the cutting
efficiency is maintained even when manoeuvring at
low speed. Units latch out of work manually.
Mechanical lift to units from the operator's seat and
grasscatchers are optional.

Grounds for Ransomes.
ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION NOW!
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Barrington, Illinois 60010
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